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Nature urgently needs our help. Wild creatures, from songbirds to butterflies and from primates to
tortoises, are disappearing so rapidly that they could be lost forever together with the wild forests,
grasslands and other habitats that long sustained them. We humans already use nearly half of all
Earth’s land to sustain ourselves, and the most productive parts at that. Meanwhile, the habitats
remaining for the rest of life are shrinking to levels too low to sustain themselves.

https://www.ipbes.net/news/Media-Release-Global-Assessment
https://ourworldindata.org/land-use#breakdown-of-global-land-use-today
https://www.ipbes.net/news/Media-Release-Global-Assessment
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The Snake River in Idaho is an area of ‘critical environmental concern.’ U.S. Bureau of Land Management
To ensure a future in which humanity thrives together with the rest of nature, people around the
world will need to work together like never before.

To help make this happen, our team of scientists and conservation experts have developed a new
world map highlighting three conditions of landscapes across the planet that will need to be
approached differently if we are to succeed in conserving biodiversity globally. These conditions are
cities and farms, large wild areas and shared lands.

https://urbannext.net/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/erle-c-ellis_3-global-conditions-for-saving-nature-and-using-it-wisely_01.jpg
https://www.flickr.com/photos/mypubliclands/15665553301
https://naturebeyond2020.com/3conditions/
http://three-global-conditions.appspot.com/
http://three-global-conditions.appspot.com/
http://doi.org/10.1093/nsr/nwz136
https://naturebeyond2020.com/#three_conditions
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Cities and Farms are more than half covered by intensive agriculture and cities, Large Wild Areas are scarcely
altered, and Shared Lands have a level of use somewhere in between. Each landscape condition requires a

different conservation strategy. Harvey Locke et al. (2019)
In a commentary accompanying our map, we argue that for too long, efforts to conserve nature
globally have acted as if this entire planet is equally influenced by the human world. Yet different
landscapes differ profoundly in how they are used and influenced by people, demanding different
strategies to conserve biodiversity. Our map aims to clarify these conditions to enable people to
work together to conserve biodiversity more fairly and equitably.

Biodiversity is our natural heritage
The extraordinary richness of life we’ve inherited is an irreplaceable treasure that makes the world

https://urbannext.net/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/erle-c-ellis_3-global-conditions-for-saving-nature-and-using-it-wisely_02.jpg
https://naturebeyond2020.com/3conditions/
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.oneear.2019.10.009
http://three-global-conditions.appspot.com/
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an immeasurably better place for people. Biodiversity underpins many of the ecological functions
that sustain us, from healthy soils to a stable climate, and provides a wide variety of benefits to
human health – mental and physical.

Yet the ultimate value of our biodiverse natural heritage is beyond any economic measure. Wild
nature is our lifeblood and our heritage, connecting us with each other and the rest of life on this
planet.

An endangered Bell’s vireo. Steve Maslowski/US Fish & Wildlife Service.
The good news is that people have already begun to rise to the challenge. For

https://www.esa.org/wp-content/uploads/2013/03/issue4.pdf
https://www.cbd.int/doc/health/cohab-policy-brief1-en.pdf
https://science.sciencemag.org/content/359/6373/270
https://urbannext.net/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/erle-c-ellis_3-global-conditions-for-saving-nature-and-using-it-wisely_03.jpg
https://www.flickr.com/photos/usfwsendsp/5039503750/in/photolist-8FjLTG
https://www.nationalgeographic.com/animals/2019/09/poll-extinction-public-slow-extinction
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example, international commitments now aim to protect 17% of Earth’s land. But it is widely agreed
that these and other existing conservation efforts are not nearly strong enough to halt nature’s
decline.

In October 2020, nations working together through the global Convention on Biological Diversity will
meet in Kunming, China to negotiate more ambitious international targets for conserving nature
across the planet. One of the bolder proposals is to develop international commitments to officially
protect 30% of Earth’s land area by 2030, and 50% by 2050.

But for any bold conservation agenda to succeed, an unprecedented level of international
commitment will be needed. Perhaps the greatest obstacle comes from the many profound
differences in social, economic and natural conditions that persist around the world. Some nations
remain rich in unprotected biodiversity and wild habitats but are much less developed economically.
Some are the opposite.

So, how can such different nations and regions join together to make shared commitments and
investments to save nature across this entire planet?

Three conditions for conserving nature
The first step is to build a basic consensus that conserving biodiversity can benefit all people, as
long we share the efforts fairly at every level, from backyards to biosphere reserves, and across
every social, economic and natural context, from the densest of cities to the most remote wild areas.
To succeed, strategies need to be suited to the many different types of landscapes to conserve.

https://www.cbd.int/doc/strategic-plan/targets/T11-quick-guide-en.pdf
https://science.sciencemag.org/content/361/6407/1051
https://science.sciencemag.org/content/361/6407/1051
http://sdg.iisd.org/commentary/policy-briefs/on-the-road-to-the-2020-un-biodiversity-conference-imagining-the-post-2020-global-biodiversity-framework/
http://sdg.iisd.org/commentary/policy-briefs/on-the-road-to-the-2020-un-biodiversity-conference-imagining-the-post-2020-global-biodiversity-framework/
https://www.nationalgeographic.com/environment/2019/01/conservation-groups-call-for-protecting-30-percent-earth-2030/
https://www.nationalgeographic.com/environment/2019/01/conservation-groups-call-for-protecting-30-percent-earth-2030/
https://theconversation.com/how-to-conserve-half-the-planet-without-going-hungry-100642
https://theconversation.com/how-to-conserve-half-the-planet-without-going-hungry-100642
https://science.sciencemag.org/content/364/6447/1226
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.oneear.2019.10.009
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.oneear.2019.10.009
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Buffalo grazing near Denver, Colorado, in Rocky Mountain Arsenal National Wildlife Refuge. Mark Byzewski
Let’s start with the parts of the world where most of us live and most of our food comes from – the
cities and farmlands that take up 18% of Earth’s land surface. These are not just full of people, crops
and livestock, but also include some of the densest concentrations of vertebrate diversity on Earth,
including many imperiled species of mammals and birds.

In these parts of the world, there needs to be widespread adoption of wildlife-friendly farming
practices. Remnant and recovering habitats must be conserved within farmlands and agrichemical
production reduced, even while increasing agricultural production. And even in the densest of cities,
interconnecting small areas of protected habitat, such as parks and nature reserve networks, can

https://urbannext.net/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/erle-c-ellis_3-global-conditions-for-saving-nature-and-using-it-wisely_04.jpg
https://www.flickr.com/photos/markbyzewski/38977328775/
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successfully sustain some populations of highly endangered species. In the Indian city of Mumbai,
for example, a national park conserves leopards.
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A bridge for wildlife in Banff National Park in Canada, one way to enhance biodiversity in protect lands. David
Fulmer

Large wild areas, where human influences are lowest, including large parts of Amazonia and
Canadian boreal forests, still cover about a quarter of Earth’s land. Here, an emphasis on large-scale
protection, such as the Five Great Forests Initiative in Central America, will be the most effective
strategy. To avoid damaging the last of Earth’s unaltered ecosystems, new infrastructure and land
uses, including mining, should be limited as much as possible. Recognizing indigenous people’s
rights to land, so they can conserve their own lands, can also be highly effective; a large proportion
of large wild areas are indigenous-owned and managed lands.

https://urbannext.net/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/erle-c-ellis_3-global-conditions-for-saving-nature-and-using-it-wisely_05.jpg
https://www.flickr.com/photos/daveynin/36680740071/in/photolist-dyqLm3-ETbt5E-231R2xT-XSS3SK-79SrUp-79W85S-XEiYxN-fuCRoc-Yrp3H7-79W73A-79W913-79VYHW-79WaKU-79Wb83-79Shzn-79W9jS-7ina7v-7in9w2-JAqqRe-fuCT82-8xszEd-UJ1vhn-Y6cuev-XTmo5X-pM3i1c-pxqdAy-W7iCZb-81aSQm-79W6ES-NDznn-ND75j-5inQNR-pMHCiS-2asjh5G-2askmVb-2gbqKW2-pxpSKm-2aagAbF-2bxMVZK-pPTKPY-pPPf8K-MMX2qn-oSXCad-XSS3W2-uDTiTq-oSXohy-pPNX5r-pxkcwZ-cTk963-cTjkeW
https://www.flickr.com/photos/daveynin/36680740071/in/photolist-dyqLm3-ETbt5E-231R2xT-XSS3SK-79SrUp-79W85S-XEiYxN-fuCRoc-Yrp3H7-79W73A-79W913-79VYHW-79WaKU-79Wb83-79Shzn-79W9jS-7ina7v-7in9w2-JAqqRe-fuCT82-8xszEd-UJ1vhn-Y6cuev-XTmo5X-pM3i1c-pxqdAy-W7iCZb-81aSQm-79W6ES-NDznn-ND75j-5inQNR-pMHCiS-2asjh5G-2askmVb-2gbqKW2-pxpSKm-2aagAbF-2bxMVZK-pPTKPY-pPPf8K-MMX2qn-oSXCad-XSS3W2-uDTiTq-oSXohy-pPNX5r-pxkcwZ-cTk963-cTjkeW
https://www.cell.com/current-biology/abstract/S0960-9822(16)30993-9
https://www.theplanetarypress.com/2019/09/new-initiative-launched-to-protect-central-americas-five-great-forests/
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41893-018-0100-6
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41893-018-0100-6
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Perhaps the greatest conservation opportunities of all may reside within the most common condition
of Earth’s land today – shared landscapes. Though parts of these working landscapes are still used
intensively for agriculture and settlements, most of their area is composed of remnant and
recovering habitats and areas lightly used for extensive grazing and forestry.
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Maasai in Tanzania work on shared lands. jjmusgrove.
Conservation in shared lands can include regional protected area networks, such as the Yellowstone
to Yukon Conservation Initiative, community conservation reserves, and conservation-friendly farms
and cities that prioritize the needs of local people. For example, the Lewa community conservancy
in Kenya, which protects habitat for endangered black rhinos, includes programs to assist local
farmers to maximize their production while minimizing any negative impacts to protected habitats.

Shared lands are also home to almost half of Earth’s indigenous sovereign lands, another reason
why expanding and empowering indigenous land sovereignty is considered essential to global
efforts to expand conservation.

https://urbannext.net/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/erle-c-ellis_3-global-conditions-for-saving-nature-and-using-it-wisely_06.jpg
https://www.flickr.com/photos/jjmusgrove/11970154725/in/photolist-iQCiT3-iQBFYB-iQBEtH-iQAog6-iQCpuo-iQEdB9-iQAv7v-jeQDjY-jeNtNA-iQAqon-jeLvoV-iQEh8h-jeQDfj-jeQoXm-jeL952-jeLaqi-jeLaY2-jeLpEF-jeMTeV-jeLaiK-iQArJt-jeMJcB-jeNtZY-jeQ49v-jeQFbm
https://www.lewa.org/impact/communities/agriculture/
https://www.lewa.org/impact/communities/agriculture/
https://theconversation.com/indigenous-peoples-are-crucial-for-conservation-a-quarter-of-all-land-is-in-their-hands-99742
https://theconversation.com/indigenous-peoples-are-crucial-for-conservation-a-quarter-of-all-land-is-in-their-hands-99742
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Doing your part to save nature
Distant wildlands are a critical habitat for so many species, but effective conservation also depends
on efforts in our own neighborhoods and the regions where our food comes from.

Think of nature when making new friends, caring for family, shopping, working, casting your vote, or
donating your time or money to make the world a better place. The challenges ahead are not small,
but working together across our farms and cities, shared landscapes, and large wild areas, we can
make the nature of our planet whole and healthy again.

https://eowilsonfoundation.org/guest-blog-by-erle-ellis-nature-for-the-people-toward-a-democratic-vision-for-the-biosphere/
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